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26 Easy Ways to Grow Your List
1)

Create amazing EMAIL-ONLY content.

2)

Give away content that your ideal audience will be excited to have
in exchange for their email address.

3)

Display your opt-in box where it can’t be missed on your website.

4)

Consider having a pop-up on your website giving away this amazing
content, report, etc. Results from pop-ups strongly encourage
marketers to at least test a lightbox or pop-up box form, with a delay
of between 15-45 seconds, and set to appear only once per
session.
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Results: Between January 2011 and January 2013, the site’s
email list grew 375% to over 190,000 readers. Mike
Stelzner attributes nearly 70% of signups to the site’s popover optin form, and of course, the amazingly high-value content helps as
well.

5)

Make the “What’s in it for me?” crystal clear. The value of being on
your email list should hit your visitors between the eyes - almost
immediately.
As soon as possible, show them the answers to “What’s in it for
me?” and they’re much more likely to sign up.
There are a few ways to do this, but making sure your content
delivers awesome value consistently and regularly is a huge factor.
That shows them what type of content they are likely to get as a
subscriber. If the posts are just above average, why should
your visitors come back, much less give you their email?
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6)

Create multiple email subscription types. These can be the delivery
method, video versus text, or the content, people that are
interested in anti-aging versus weight loss.

7)

Add a link to join your email list in your email signature. I use
Wisestamp’s free app and copy it into Gmail.

8)

Run a contest that engages your readers. Contests, when wellconstructed, create a fun and engaging experience for your readers.
While there are many forms a contest can take – trivia, content
submission, user voting – the key is to ask entrants to register for
participation with their email address.
You need to offer value to your reader in exchange for their email
address. With contests, this value often takes one of two forms. If
it’s a content contest where users submit a photo or article, the
value is recognition or the opportunity to share their creation with
a community. But the more common value exchange comes in the
form of a prize.
Below is an example of 37 Signals Tell a Friend Contest.
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9)

Ask people at events if you can add them (via their business cards)
to your email list.

10)

Invite past and current contacts who might be interested in joining
your email list.

11)

Add a sign-up button and form to your company’s Facebook page.
To add “app” buttons to your Facebook page, take a look at this
article. To add customized button images, check out this one.
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Social media maven, Peg Fitzpatrick, also recommends adding an
arrow to your Facebook cover image that points to the sign-up
button. The button itself can be easy to miss, but if your cover
image points directly to it and instructs visitors to sign up (and lets
them know what they’ll be getting,) then you’re likely to get more
subscribers.

12)

Promote one of your opt-in offers on Twitter. Create a Twitter
campaign to promote your free resource/report to your followers,
but require an email address to obtain it.

13)

Re-purpose your blog content onto LinkedIn Publisher and add
your opt-in at the bottom of the post.

14)

Use Pinterest to promote offers that require email sign-up. For
example, HubSpot created a Pinterest board where they pin the
well-designed covers of all their marketing giveaways in exchange
for the visitor’s email.

15)

Schedule Daily posts to promote your free downloads. You have a
killer freebie (opt-in) to giveaway. Now, go tell people about it.
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Here’s a great example of Tiffany Ima promoting her free e-mail
course, Brand With Style, through her Instagram photos. She does
this very consistently and recently doubled her email list size!

16)

Content upgrades. Here’s how it works:
1.

Write a blog post.

2.

Create a piece of content that goes more in-depth on the
post’s topic.

3.

Offer readers of your blog post the option to receive the
upgraded content in exchange for their email.

This strategy is simple, but brilliant.
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Your readers have already expressed interest in a topic by clicking
through to the blog post. Why not take advantage of their interest
by offering them more?

17)

Add a call to action on your social media profiles. This can be so
effective!
While you’re busy growing your social media audiences, why not
try to grow your email list, too? If you’re not including a call to
action in your social media profiles, then you’re missing out on a
huge opportunity to grab new subscribers or to convert social
media followers into subscribers.
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I believe your social media profile should briefly explain who you
help, what you do, and include a call to action.
Here is an example on Pinterest:

18)

Create a landing page for live videos and then do live videos! Live
video is one of the up-and-coming things in marketing. It is truly a
killer place to build trust with your audience and to build that “know,
like, and trust” factor.
But since you’re talking live on air, rather than focusing on your
profile or “feed” like other social platforms, it’s easier to forget to give
your viewers a call to actions. Try making it part of your live video
habit to mention your freebie at the beginning, middle, and end so
that your viewers will know about it, even if they hop on late or don’t
stay on the whole time.
The easiest way to do this is to create a unique link for live video, for
instance, www.yourwebsite.com/FacebookLive. You can continually
redirect that page to your latest freebie, or to the one you’ll be
mentioning during your broadcast, that way your audience will
always be reminded of where they should go after your broadcast
ends.
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19)

Encourage your current subscribers to share your awesomeness
with their friends! At the bottom of the emails that you send out,
add social sharing buttons to make this super easy!

20)

Facebook Ads or Promoted Pins: If you can spend a little money and
you know how to set up ads, these two platforms are dynamite. As you
can see below, Fabiola Giordani uses her ad to promote a free guide
she’s created. Clicking the link takes you to a LeadPages landing page
where you can subscribe to get it for free.
Also, Freedom Mastery uses a promoted pin on Pinterest to share
their free Law of Attraction Planner, which you can receive if you
subscribe to their list.
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21)

Add 'Click to Tweet' in your content upgrades: This one is simple.
Every time you create a content upgrade, include a button within the
PDF that your subscribers can click in order to share your freebie on
Twitter.
I ask, “Was this helpful?” This is followed by a big blue button they
can click to share the freebie with their followers.
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Here is an example from Jon Loomer:

To do this, I use ClicktoTweet.com, which gives you the opportunity
to pre-write a tweet and then include a special link to it. When
someone clicks the link, it takes them to their Twitter page with the
tweet already written for them. All they have to do is click the “tweet”
button to share it.
So after I’ve pre-written my persuasive tweet (which, of course,
includes a link to where someone can download my freebie,) I just
create a button at the end of my PDF, which is linked with my special
'Click to Tweet' link. Easy!
22)

Take Advantage of using SMS, whether giving it away in person or
online through a presentation (LeadPages offers this.) You can
simply say, "Text the word 'Success' to 67444 to grab my free
report on Growing Your Email list with Social Media."
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23)

Host education based marketing, like webinars. If you are giving
away value-packed information, people will sign up and give you
their email address to get access.

24)

Connect with influencers: According to Kyle Wong of Forbes
Magazine, influencer marketing is “a form of marketing that identifies
and targets individuals with influence over potential buyers.” To find
out the best ways to do this you can check out this article.
Or better yet, you can buy this course by John Corcoran, the former
Bill Clinton writer and networker, which is amazing for learning
how to find, approach, and partner with influencers.

25)

Create a Facebook Group and require an email address to join.
You would put this in the description of your group, and when
people request to join without opting in, you would create a
message to send asking them to opt-in first.

26)

Join an online summit or speakers' forum on your topic, where
people will be promoting an email list and then sharing the opt-ins.
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If you have any questions
about this guide or need
assistance with any of our
programs, please reach out
to us at:

Info@SignificantlySuccessful.com

Get peer support and feedback by
joining our Facebook Group,
Significant Business Builders,
at www.SignificantMastermind.com!
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